Overview

This map, the fourth in a series of 1:50,000-scale maps of the Wasatch fault zone, depicts the surficial deposits and faults along the Weber segment and part of the adjacent Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault zone in northern Utah (fig. 1). This is the first map that is sufficiently detailed to be useful for interpreting the paleoseismic history of this part of the Wasatch fault zone. The map is also a guide to the best sites for future detailed studies of paleoearthquake magnitude and recurrence on the segment. These types of geologic studies will form a quantitative basis for earthquake hazard assessment along the Wasatch Front.

One of the main objectives of our mapping of the Weber segment was to determine if the distribution of deposits and fault scarps between North Ogden and Bountiful indicated that this part of the fault has behaved as a single fault segment during the latest Pleistocene and Holocene, or whether it consisted of two or more segments. Most major normal and strike-slip fault zones are thought to be composed of several seismically independent segments (Zoback, 1983; Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1986; Doser, 1989; Then­haus and Barnhard, 1989). Segments are often bounded by “non-conservative barriers” to fault-rupture propagation (Crone and others, 1987; Fonseca, 1988; dePolo and others, 1989; Thatcher and Bonilla, 1989). Non-conservative barriers are regions along a fault where the orientation of the slip vector changes between adjacent parts of a fault; these regions have been observed to mark the location of the initiation and termination of fault ruptures (King and Nabelek, 1985). The concept of fault segmentation is important to paleoseismic analysis of active fault zones because during a major earthquake, surface faulting is commonly restricted to one or two segments of the fault and the length of surface rupture is roughly proportional to the size of the earthquake.

Initial work on segmentation of the Wasatch fault zone, summarized in Swan and others (1980) and Schwartz and Coppersmith (1984), identified six discrete fault segments, but recent work by a consortium of investigators has identified 10 or 11 segments (Machette and others, 1987, 1989, in press; Wheeler and Krystinik, 1988). In northern Utah, the Ogden and Collinston segments of Schwartz and Coppersmith (1984) have been separated into three new segments (fig. 1); northward from Salt Lake City, the Weber, Brigham City, and Collinston segments have been delineated (Personius, 1986, 1988a; Machette and others, 1987, 1989, 1992). Nelson and Personius (1987) suggested that the Pleasant View salient at the northern end of the Weber segment is a non-conservative barrier, and Bruhn and others (1987, p. 345) described the Salt Lake salient at the southern end of the segment as a similar barrier.

Our mapping of deposits and young fault scarps shows that the Weber segment is perhaps the most geologically distinct segment of the Wasatch fault zone. Scarp heights in deposits of all ages decrease markedly near the segment boundaries and remnants of pre­Bonneville-lake-cycle fans are selectively preserved in these areas (fig. 2). Gaps in Holocene faulting and significant differences in Holocene slip rates between the ends of the Weber segment and the adjacent Brigham City and Salt Lake City segments further support the mapped boundaries. Thus, scarp distribution and faulted-surface offset data (fault throw) for the latest Pleistocene and Holocene show that the mapped northern and southern boundaries of the segment are clearly zones where surface ruptures have tended to change direction and die out. Finally, the lower structural relief at the Pleasant View and Salt Lake bedrock salients, first recognized by Gilbert (1928), shows that these segment boundaries have probably persisted throughout the Quaternary (Wheeler and Krystinik, 1988).

The Weber segment is also one of the longest (61 km) and most active segments of the Wasatch fault zone. Although all large Pleistocene and Holocene earthquakes probably did not rupture the entire Weber segment, empirical fault rupture length-magnitude and
fault displacement-magnitude relationships (Bonilla and others, 1984; Machette and others, 1989) suggest that the magnitude of earthquakes that did rupture the entire length of the Weber segment may have been as large as M 7½. The most recent (probable) event on the segment may have occurred only 500 years ago; average event recurrence is about 1,200 years, but recurrence intervals may vary from 300 to 2,200 years. Although another large-magnitude earthquake may not rupture the Weber segment for many hundreds of years, the vertical component of slip on the fault during the most recent event may have been smaller (probably < 0.6 m) than the slip typical of most events (1–3 m), suggesting that the recurrence of large earthquakes may be markedly nonuniform; there may be sufficient present stress on the segment to produce a large event in the near future. Detailed site-specific trenching investigations at several more sites on the segment are needed to better define Holocene recurrence and the potential hazard of a M 6½–7½ event.

The pattern of fault scarps along the Weber segment is highly variable, but we can make some generalizations about the character of the scarps. In some areas it is difficult to distinguish secondary fault traces from landslide scarps, lateral-spread headscarps, fluvial scarps, and lacustrine shorelines, but the main trace of the fault is usually obvious. The complexity of scarp patterns is partly a reflection of the age of the deposits on which the scarps are formed: more scarps tend to be preserved in older deposits or where thin young deposits are draped over preexisting scarps. Multiple parallel traces of the fault are usually best developed where the trend of the main scarp changes abruptly, such as at the mouths of larger canyons and at some small reentrants (embayments) in the mountain front. Many of the reentrants probably mark the location of preexisting structures that locally control the main trace of the fault (Gilbert, 1928). Over larger areas, trends of small scarps become more diverse and the mountain front bends abruptly westward near the Pleasant View and Salt Lake salients, which bound the segment on its north and south ends.

Scarp heights and surface offsets across the scarps are also highly variable along the segment, but they unquestionably decrease by at least a factor of two for all ages of deposits near both ends of the segment (fig. 2). The catastrophic fall of the level of Lake Bonneville from the Bonneville shoreline, the rapid fall in lake level from the Provo shoreline, the poorly consolidated deposits exposed along the mountain front, and the rapid relative rates of uplift of the footwall of the fault have resulted in a highly active geologic environment along the fault zone. Complex patterns of faulting, erosion, and deposition near the foot of scarps, slumping and erosion of fault-scarp crests, landsliding, and lateral spreading have produced a landscape in which sites with simple scarps that represent total vertical slip across the fault zone are rare. However, many sites have scarps that yield surface offsets that can be determined to be maximum or minimum values; such sites help constrain vertical slip values for uppermost Pleistocene and Holocene deposits along much of the fault zone.

As noted by Gilbert (1928), scarps of differing heights in deposits of different ages clearly indicate many surface-rupture events on the Weber segment since the fall of lake level from the Bonneville shoreline. In a few areas, systematic differences in scarps heights on upper Holocene fans show that there have been at least three faulting events during the late Holocene. Recent studies of trenches and exposures across the fault at three sites along the segment confirm that there have been at least three and probably four events on at least the northern half of the segment in the last 4,000 years (Nelson and others, 1987; Machette and others, 1992). Typical vertical displacements for these events (1.5–2.5 m) and surface offsets (0.5–1.5 m) calculated from scarps on the youngest fans (probably < 2 ka) indicate that most scarps are the product of two or more events. Total post-Bonneville offset along much of the Weber segment is about 25–28 m. Thus, there have probably been at least 10 and perhaps 15 surface faulting events in the past 15,000 years.

Slip rates show the same changes along the segment as the surface-offset values from which they are derived (fig. 2). The uncertainties in the ages of Holocene deposits along the fault far exceed the uncertainties in determining offsets; uppermost Pleistocene deposits are relatively well dated at 13–16 ka. Thus, even if we were able to greatly improve the accuracy of our offset values, the errors of our Holocene slip rates would remain large. Although post-latest Pleistocene slip rates are fairly uniform in the center of the segment, they may decrease more rapidly to the south than to the north. There may be significant changes in middle to late Holocene rates between the northern and southern halves of the segment that we cannot resolve because of dating uncertainties and the scarcity of Holocene deposits that cross the fault in the south. Similarly, there are suggestions that late Holocene slip rates north of Kaysville are greater than early and middle Holocene slip rates, but our present data are insufficient to confirm this preliminary interpretation.

Most other maps of this part of the Wasatch fault zone are reconnaissance maps showing a generalized main trace of the fault (Marsell, 1964; Morisawa, 1972; Van Horn, 1975; Miller, 1980; Davis, 1983, 1985; Bryant, 1984). Cluff and others (1970), who made the first detailed map of the fault zone, mapped three
classes of lineaments of definite, probable, and possible tectonic origin, but only checked a few of these features in the field. Our mapping supports the interpretation of a tectonic origin for most of the definite (Class I) faults of Cluff and others (1970). No previous maps show Quaternary deposits along the Weber segment in more detail than Miller's (1980) map at 1:100,000 scale, and fault-scarp heights were measured at only a few sites in earlier studies (for example, Swan and others, 1980; Petersen, 1981). In the following sections, we summarize the methods used to date and map the deposits and measure the fault scarps, and then follow with discussions of the (1) age, size, and distribution of deposits and scarps, and (2) slip rates derived from measurements of surface offsets along the northern, central, and southern parts of the Weber segment. Our conclusions about the Weber segment are presented in the first part of the overview section.

We used published geologic and soils maps of various scales that cover most of the map area as a guide in mapping (Feth and others, 1966; Erickson and Wilson, 1968; Cluff and others, 1970; Pasley and Wiggins, 1972; Van Horn, 1975; Miller, 1980; Currey, 1980; Anderson and others, 1982; Van Horn, 1982; Bryant, 1984; Crittenden and Sorensen, 1985; Keaton, 1986, 1988; Van Horn and Crittenden, 1987; Personius, 1988a; Personius and Scott, 1990; and unpublished landslide mapping by Earl Olson, U.S. Forest Service, Ogden); our primary sources are shown in the "Sources of Geologic Data." The bedrock geology of the uplifted mountain block was compiled from maps by Van Horn (1981), Bryant (1984), Crittenden and Sorensen (1985), and Van Horn and Crittenden (1987). Nelson did the mapping north of Kaysville and near Bountiful; Personius did most of the mapping of the southern boundary of the segment and the area between Centerville and Kaysville. Because we focused our project on the fault zone (the area of scarps in unconsolidated deposits at the base of the mountain front), mapping detail varies from place to place on the map. Features within 1 km of the fault zone were mapped in detail, whereas those near the edges of the map were largely compiled from earlier maps and 1:60,000-scale aerial photographs. Most of the mapping was done in the field on 1:10,000-scale aerial photographs flown in 1952 and 1953 by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service; some use was also made of 1:12,000-scale low-sun-angle aerial photographs of the fault zone flown in 1970 for the Utah Geological and Mineral Survey. Faults that are marked by scarps of tectonic origin are delineated by a thick, solid line. The geomorphic position (at base of the mountain front), height, trend, and continuity of scarps are our main criteria for judging whether scarps are of tectonic or nontectonic origin. Dashed lines show faults whose location is less certain, for example, in areas where high, steep scarps occur on Bonneville shoreline deposits. Scarps that are of uncertain origin but are probably faults are shown as dashed-and-queried lines. Two areas within the main map area are included as detailed 1:10,000-scale maps (figs. 3 and 4).
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AGES OF QUATERNARY DEPOSITS

We used traditional morphostratigraphic methods (for example, Willman and Frye, 1970) as the basis for subdividing the Quaternary deposits along the Weber segment (informal allostratigraphic units of North American Stratigraphic Code; North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1983). Guides to the relative age of deposits also included: (1) the degree of fluvial dissection of alluvial fans and stream terraces, (2) the extent to which braided channels are preserved on fan surfaces, or (3) the number of clasts per unit area on surfaces, which is a rough measure of the thickness of loess on surfaces. On some upper Holocene (unit af1) fans, the differing height of the youngest fault scarps helped distinguish the relative ages of parts of the fans. In these areas we subdivided the fans using dot-dashed lines. However, the age differences between these subdivisions are probably
small and we were unable to confidently correlate these subdivisions from one drainage to another. For this reason, we mapped them all as deposits of late Holocene age.

The degree of soil development on landforms along the Weber segment was less useful in distinguishing deposits of different age than the above methods. Shroba (1982, 1984), Scott and others (1982), and Scott and Shroba (1985) have shown that differences in the degree of soil development along the Wasatch Front can be used to divide upper Pleistocene to upper Holocene deposits into as many as five relative-age groups. However, there are few exposures of uneroded soils along the Weber segment and most of the deposits along the Weber segment are either of latest Pleistocene (dating from transgressive or regressive phases of the Bonneville lake cycle) or late Holocene age. Using the degree of soil development to differentiate upper and middle Holocene fan deposits is also difficult because of the large range of clay content of soil parent materials in exposed debris-flow deposits on fans. Soil development on uppermost Pleistocene deposits is markedly stronger than on upper Holocene deposits (see unit descriptions), but near the fault zone these deposits can almost always be better distinguished on the basis of altitude and relations with lake shoreline features of known age.

Most Holocene units mapped as pre-upper Holocene (for example, units af2 and al2, and parts of unit afy) are of middle Holocene age. At one site east of Ogden, Nelson and others (1987; Nelson, 1988) used radiocarbon and thermoluminescence ages to show that the fans were deposited < 7 ka (thousands of years ago); more recent thermoluminescence ages from this site and average fault-event recurrence intervals suggest these fans may have been deposited < 6 ka (Forman and others, 1988). Soils on the alluvial fans at the east Ogden site are the most strongly developed Holocene soils that we found during our mapping. This relation suggests most Holocene deposits exposed along the Weber segment are < 7 ka.

We found that the easiest and most widely applicable way to map deposits of different ages along the Weber segment was to relate deposits to the Lake Bonneville shoreline features of known age. The following summary of the late Quaternary depositional history of the Bonneville basin and the Wasatch Front is largely taken from Scott and others (1983), Currey and Oviatt (1985), McCoy (1987), Currey and Burr (1988), and Scott (1988a). Lithologic characteristics of Lake Bonneville sediments in the Ogden area are described in more detail by Feth (1955) and Feth and others (1966). Most of the surficial deposits along the northern Wasatch fault zone were deposited during the last pluvial lake cycle of Lake Bonneville (known as the Bonneville lake cycle) between 32 and 10 ka and in the subsequent interpluvial, the Holocene (< 10 ka). During its initial transgressive phase, Lake Bonneville began rising from a level about 32 ka and rose slowly, with several fluctuations and pauses, to the Bonneville shoreline (about 1,579 m (5,180 ft) above sea level in map area) about 16 ka. After about 1,500 years at this level, the lake dropped to the level of the Provo shoreline (about 1,487 m (4,880 ft) in map area) as a consequence of catastrophic downcutting of the threshold at Red Rock Pass in southeastern Idaho. The resulting Bonneville Flood deposited debris northward onto the Snake River Plain (Malde, 1968; Jarrett and Malde, 1987). In many parts of the Wasatch Front, this rapid decline in lake level was accompanied by isostatic rebound and rapid erosion of Bonneville transgressive phase shoreline sand and gravel (units lbq and lbs) and deltaic deposits (unit lbd); much of this debris was redeposited as alluvial fan-delta complexes (units lpd, afp, and afy) graded to the Provo shoreline near the mouths of major canyons. By 14.3 ka the lake level began to drop in response to further downcutting of the Red Rock threshold, isostatic rebound, and changing climatic conditions (warming or drying, or both). Lake Bonneville had fallen to a level below 1,372 m (4,500 ft) by 13 ka and reached the level of modern Great Salt Lake (1,283 m (4,210 ft)) about 11 ka; it then rose briefly to the Gilbert shoreline (1,295 m (4,250 ft)) about 10.3 ka. During the Holocene the Great Salt Lake has remained within about 10 m of its present level (Currey and others, 1984).

As the level of Lake Bonneville dropped from the Provo shoreline, the largest streams downcut through the lake deposits along the mountain front while the smaller streams built alluvial fans at canyon mouths across the platform of shoreline sediments. These fans consist mainly of coalesced debris-flow deposits and stream deposits of latest Pleistocene(?) to late Holocene age (units afp, af3, afy, and af2). Our mapping suggests that few of these alluvial deposits of early Holocene age are still exposed at the surface, but are buried by alluvial deposits of late Holocene age (units af1 and al1, and parts of unit afy); large parts of most fans are covered by upper Holocene debris (units af1 and cd1). Thus, in most areas, alluvial-fan deposits mapped as unit afy are more likely to be of late Holocene rather than early or middle Holocene age. Debris flows (unit cd1) continue to be a common hazard in some of the canyons, especially in the southern part of the map area; destruction occurred at the mouths of canyons during many flows between 1878 and 1983, especially in the 1920's and 1930's (Wieczorek and others, 1983, 1989). However, we did not attempt to map debris-flow deposits...
its of the last few hundred years at all canyon mouths—in most areas debris-flow deposits are included within unit af1.

Mapped deposits that significantly predate the transgressive phase of the Bonneville lake cycle are limited to eroded remnants of alluvial fans (unit af0). These remnants occur above the Bonneville shoreline, are much more dissected than younger remnants, and have eroded soils with thick, clay-rich, argillic B horizons. We have no other age information about these pre-Bonneville deposits; if they are correlative with similar remnants described by Personius (1988a, b) on the Brigham City segment, by Personius and Scott (1990) on the Salt Lake City segment, and by Machette (1984, 1989) in Utah Valley, they are probably several hundred thousand years old. The only remnants of mappable size are preserved north of North Ogden near the north boundary of the Weber segment and south of Bountiful near the south boundary of the segment; there are also a few small remnants near Hobbs and Holmes Reservoirs south of the Weber River. We speculate that these old fan remnants are only preserved near the boundaries of the segment because rates of late Quaternary uplift have been highest along the central part of the segment; accelerated erosion due to rapid uplift has probably removed older remnants everywhere except at the segment boundaries, where rates of uplift and erosion are lower.

**METHODS OF SCARP MEASUREMENT**

Our objective in calculating the amount of vertical offset or displacement of geomorphic surfaces from measured topographic profiles across fault scarps was to calculate slip rates for deposits of different ages along this part of the Wasatch fault zone (fig. 2). Slip-rate calculations from a sufficient number of sites can be used to determine whether rates have been increasing or decreasing since the late Pleistocene, and whether rates during different time periods are similar along the length of the Weber segment. By assuming a characteristic earthquake model that produces surface scarps of relatively uniform height, slip rates can also be used to estimate earthquake recurrence on the segment (for example, Wallace, 1970; Schwartz and Coppensmith, 1986).

Terminology used to describe fault-scarp parameters follows Bucknam and Anderson (1979) and Machette (1988). Two values used to describe the amount of vertical separation of surfaces along a fault zone are fault-scarp height and surface offset. Scarp height is the vertical distance from the base to the crest of a scarp, whereas surface offset is the vertical component of fault slip (other equivalent terms are throw and net vertical tectonic displacement) measured by projecting a geomorphic surface across a fault or fault zone. Scarp heights were calculated from scarp-profile data only for comparison with other studies (for example, Machette, 1982) that use scarp-height data rather than surface-offset data. Surface offset is typically less than scarp height because most fault scarps occur on sloping surfaces. Surface-offset values only approximate the down-dip slip on the fault for steeply dipping faults (exposures along the Weber segment suggest most surface faults dip about 65°–85°). For this reason, our surface-offset data probably slightly underestimate dip-slip separation on the fault. Where the fault zone consists of a broad zone of deformation that includes fault scarps, grabens, and surfaces that are back-tilted toward the main scarp, the surface offset may be less than half of the height of the highest scarp in the zone.

We determined surface offset from 77 profiles measured across scarps in the field and from an additional 298 profiles measured from scarps visible on 1:10,000-scale aerial photographs using the U.S. Geological Survey's computer-assisted PG-2 photogrammetric plotter. Field profile data were collected with an Abney level using either the method of Bucknam and Anderson (1979) or a slope pantometer in brushy terrain (Pitty, 1968). In some areas, we used 1952 aerial photography to measure profiles across scarps that were destroyed as many as 30 years ago by urbanization. All sites in the areas of figures 3 and 4 for which we calculated scarp heights and surface offsets (shown in parentheses) are shown on those 1:10,000-scale maps, but space limitations on the 1:50,000-scale map prevented showing the location of more than a few of the total 375 profiles. All locations and additional scarp profile parameters, such as upper and lower surface (far field) slope angles, average scarp-slope angles (maximum scarp-slope angles cannot be measured with the PG-2 plotter), and estimates of errors in offset and height values are available from the senior author.

We measured scarp profiles only to obtain surface offsets and scarp heights. Methods of scarp profile analysis used to determine relative ages of scarps (for example, Nash, 1984; Mayer, 1984; Hanks and others, 1984; Pierce and Colman, 1986) were not useful along the Weber segment because: (1) most of the scarps are composite scarps (the product of several faulting events), (2) scarp faces of profiles measured with the computer-assisted plotter are not detailed enough to justify use of these methods of scarp analysis (average scarp-slope angles measured with the plotter underestimate angles measured in the field by 10–20 percent), and (3) materials exposed in scarp faces vary widely in lithology and degree of matrix cementation. Surface-
offset values calculated from field and plotter profiles of the same scarps (one profile by each method for 97 scarps) are similar; most paired offset values differ by <10 percent and none differ by >25 percent. This variation in offsets calculated from the two different types of profiles is about the same magnitude as the amount of error in calculating offsets from field-measured profiles on the Weber segment, especially for scarps >5 m high, where, as is usually the case, surfaces above and below the scarps slope at significantly different angles.

Only about 15 percent of our scarp profiles give surface-offset values that are within 10 percent of the total vertical offset across the fault zone during the time elapsed since deposition of the map units at the profile sites. Most profiles (about 75 percent) yield minimum offsets because: (1) colluvial or fluvial sediments have buried the base of many scarps, (2) the upper surfaces of some scarps have been rounded by erosion on their lower edges and colluvial deposition on their upper edges, or (3) offsets have been measured across only one or two of a series of multiple scarps in the fault zone. About 10 percent of the profiles yield maximum offsets because: (1) young alluvial-fan sediments are draped over preexisting scarps, (2) reconstruction of prefaulting topography is difficult because the scarps trend through shorelines or other irregular topography, and (3) erosion or landsliding (especially lateral spreading) has increased the height of the scarp. Despite the fact that only about 15 percent of the profiles provided finite offsets for the major time periods, our minimum and maximum offsets place reasonable constraints on slip rates in several areas (fig. 2). In a few areas, slip rates are well constrained because minimum and maximum offsets were about the same.

The uncertainties in our slip rate calculations (fig. 2) are large because of the uncertainty in the numerical ages of some deposits at specific sites along the fault. Uncertainties due to errors in calculating offsets across scarps are probably ±10–30 percent; this value is smaller than the typical variation in height of scarps along a fault formed during an earthquake. For example, diagrams in Crone and others (1987, fig. 4) and Wheeler (1989, fig. 1) show great variation in scarps height for scarps produced by historic earthquakes on normal faults. In contrast, errors in estimating the numerical age of Holocene deposits at many sites on the Weber segment are as much as ±50–100 percent. However, deposits that can be confidently correlated with the Provo or Bonneville shorelines have an age uncertainty of <15 percent. The history of the last lake cycle of Lake Bonneville outlined above and the few radiocarbon ages available from the Weber segment (see Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Nelson, 1988; Ma-

chette and others, 1987, 1992) suggest the following approximate ages for most of our map units: upper Holocene, 0–4 ka (for example, unit af1; many of these deposits are probably < 2 ka); middle and lower Holocene, 4–11 ka (for example, unit af2; most of these units are probably < 7 ka); uppermost Pleistocene, 13–16 ka (for example, units afp and lbpm). We use these age ranges and errors in offset values to calculate probable errors for slip rates at specific sites. Where we discuss slip rates along a part of the Weber segment we quote a range of rates that includes probable errors in the rates along this part of the segment (fig. 2). These slip rate errors are large and they have not been rigorously determined because of the large age uncertainties, especially for middle and lower Holocene deposits.

Users of this map for hazards assessment, regional tectonic analysis, or related studies should remember that we show only faults and probable faults that are marked by scarps visible on 1952 and later aerial photography. In developed areas, such as on the east edges of Ogden and Bountiful, some scarps were destroyed before 1952, and in many areas scarps visible on aerial photography were destroyed before our field studies in 1985. Furthermore, although most scarps are the product of surface offset during a series of earthquakes, some new scarps form during most large (> M 7) earthquakes. In a number of areas along the Weber segment, alluvial deposits of late Holocene age cover older scarps that may be only a few thousand years old. If the fault ruptures along these relatively young but buried scarps during a future earthquake, new scarps will be produced. Thus, this map gives a conservative portrayal of likely sites for future surface ruptures along the Weber segment.

LATEST PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE FAULTS OF THE WEBER SEGMENT

Our mapping and relative dating of Quaternary deposits and associated fault scarps along the Weber segment allow us to make a moderately detailed interpretation of the latest Pleistocene and Holocene history of faulting along this part of the Wasatch fault zone. Below we briefly summarize the age, size, and distribution of fault scarps on the Weber segment, and the slip rates calculated from this data. We start at the north boundary of the segment north of North Ogden, continue with descriptions of features produced by faulting on the northern, central, and southern parts of the Weber segment, and finish with a description of the south boundary of the segment southwest of Bountiful. Our subdivision of the segment into northern, central,
and southern parts is for convenience in discussing the characteristics and history of the fault zone—these subdivisions are not "subsegments" as used by Machette (1989).

NORTHERN PART OF THE WEBER SEGMENT

North boundary of the Weber segment

Scarps at the northernmost end of the Weber segment (north of the North Ogden rockslide) trend northwest along the mountain front northeast of North Ogden and offset upper Holocene alluvial-fan deposits (unit afo) at all canyon mouths before terminating in Barrett Canyon about 3 km north of North Ogden (fig. 3). Because the trend of the canyon is the same as the trend of the main trace of the fault we infer that the fault (shown with dashed-and-queried line) extends some distance up the east edge of the canyon. Although we have not mapped any scarps on the Weber segment west of Barrett Canyon, the fans in this area are very young (probably < 2 ka), so some late Holocene scarps are probably buried by younger alluvial deposits or have alluvium draped over them. Most scarps in the late Holocene fans near the segment boundary are < 3 m high, but the discontinuity of scarps across unit afo deposits of slightly different age at the mouths of the major canyons (surfaces of slightly different ages on fig. 3) are distinguished by dotted-dashed lines) indicates that multiple fault events have occurred here in the last few thousand years. Scarps in the youngest deposits are commonly < 1 m high, suggesting that either the latest event had an average offset of < 1 m or that offsets decrease towards the segment boundary. As is true throughout most of the segment, zones of very complex faulting are located most commonly on the fans at canyon mouths rather than along intercanyon parts of the fault zone. Multiple and composite scarps that are too complex to show at the scale of figure 3 are well preserved in thick oakbrush near the mouths of some canyons north of the North Ogden rockslide.

Most offsets (shown on fig. 3) near the north boundary of the segment are calculated from scarps on upper Holocene deposits. Scarps in areas of older Holocene fan deposits reflect several events, but slip rates throughout the Holocene at this end of the Weber segment are about 0.5–1.2 mm/yr. Offsets from the older surfaces are usually minimum values because at most sites younger alluvium has been deposited against the downthrown side of scarps. Limited data (not shown on fig. 2) at two sites in the northern boundary area suggest post-Bonneville rates may be as low as 0.2 mm/yr.

The southern terminus of the Brigham City segment is separated from the Weber segment by a 2-km-wide gap in late Quaternary fault scarps (Personius, 1986; Nelson and Personius, 1987; Personius, 1988b). The Weber–Brigham City segment boundary is located adjacent to a foundered bedrock block known as the Pleasant View spur (Gilbert, 1928) or salient, which is discussed in more detail by Personius (1988a, b). This relatively flat-topped bedrock outlier is capped with remnants of a middle Pleistocene alluvial-fan complex (unit afo, fig. 3) and Bonneville-lake-cycle deposits. Where these older fan remnants are not covered by Bonneville-lake-cycle deposits, the surface is broken by Quaternary normal faults of various orientations. Several other faults on the west flank of the Pleasant View salient postdate the Bonneville lake cycle and may have moved in response to earthquakes originating on the Weber and (or) Brigham City segments (Personius, 1988b). The Quaternary faults on the Pleasant View salient appear to be part of a network of subsidiary faults (the “process zone” of King and Nabelek, 1985) that may diffuse the energy of earthquake ruptures propagating into the salient.

The Weber–Brigham City segment boundary is also marked by an apparent change in the rate of late Holocene faulting. The main trace of the Brigham City segment between the Pleasant View salient and the range front is obscured in most places by thick oakbrush, but where scarps are visible, they are present primarily on deposits of middle to early Holocene age or older. Scarp data on the Brigham City segment suggest that high rates of surface faulting occurred in latest Pleistocene to middle Holocene time, but that tectonic activity may have slowed or ceased along the Brigham City segment in late Holocene time (Personius, 1988b). In contrast, fault scarps with 2–5 m of surface offset are common on deposits of late Holocene age on the northern part of the Weber segment. Thus, the major change in late Quaternary faulting activity between the Weber and Brigham City segments is the abrupt change in the number and size of late Holocene fault scarps north across the Pleasant View salient.

North Ogden rockslide–North Ogden Canyon area

About 3 km southeast of Barrett Canyon is a large, hummocky, lobate landslide first mapped by Eardley (1944, pl. 2) and named the North Ogden rockslide by Pashley and Wiggins (1972). The rockslide extends from an altitude of 1,487 to 1,743 m (4,878–5,720 ft), bracketing the altitude of the Bonneville shoreline (here about 1,585 m (5,200 ft)). The lack of a prominent shoreline cut into the rockslide deposits led Cluff and others (1970, fig. 18), Pashley and Wiggins (1972),
and Van Horn and others (1972, fig. 12) to infer that the slide postdated the high stand of Lake Bonneville. However, the oldest (southernmost) lobe of the slide has somewhat more rounded, gentler topography than the younger lobes to the north. Possibly, the lake transgressed across this lobe and part way up the adjacent lobe to the north; if so, the coarse quartzite rubble of the slide lobes was resistant enough to wave erosion and entainment by shore currents that a distinguishable shoreline did not form. The openwork structure of the coarse quartzite debris of the slide above the Bonneville level has prevented fine material from accumulating on the surface; therefore soils, which could be used to estimate an age for the slide, are absent. Weathering rinds and iron-oxide coatings on the surface of clasts on the upper part of the slide suggest many thousands of years of exposure.

We think the slide either just postdates the high stand of the lake about 15 ka, or, perhaps, is even older despite the lack of a distinguishable shoreline at the Bonneville level. A very large scarp (20–40 m high) trends northward across the middle of the slide deposits (fig. 3). Pashley and Wiggins (1972, fig. 1) interpreted this scarp as the front of a slide lobe, but the scarp is very steep and it is on trend with the main trace of the Wasatch fault. It seems unlikely that the coarse, openwork quartzite debris that is exposed in the scarp face has the mechanical properties needed to form the steep front of a rockslide lobe, unless huge, buried blocks of quartzite are supporting the front of the lobe. Thus, much of the height of the scarp is probably due to displacement on the fault. In addition, a series of smaller scarps trend north across the surface of the slide lobe above the high scarp (fig. 3) indicating that total offset across the slide lobes may exceed 50 m. Dividing the probable offset across the scarp (30–50 m) by the highest post-Bonneville-age slip rate measured anywhere on the Weber segment gives a rough age of 14–24 ka. Thus, either (1) almost all of the height of the largest scarp is depositional, that is, not tectonic, (2) the slide closely postdates the high stand of the lake and slip rates on the fault here are very high (2–3 mm/yr), or (3) at least the lower two lobes of the slide are older than 15 ka and the Bonneville shoreline is poorly developed across the slide. We favor the third alternative.

South of the North Ogden rockslide the fault is expressed primarily as a single trace in Bonneville-lake-cycle deposits near the base of the mountain front. The high, steep slope of the front here promotes rapid erosion and burial of small scarps that may have formed near the main fault. At Rice Creek Spring, on the south edge of the North Ogden rockslide, fan remnants of at least four relative ages offer one of the best sites on the Weber segment for investigating post-Bonneville fault slip rates. Pashley and Wiggins (1972, fig. 1) mapped a landslide lobe that extended south from the North Ogden rockslide into Rice Creek Spring, but we map this area as Holocene fan deposits that probably cover landslide deposits. At the mouth of North Ogden Canyon, reliable offset information comes from profiles across several fan remnants (unit afp) of different altitude graded to the Provo shoreline, across at least one middle to lower Holocene fan (unit af2), and across two upper Holocene alluvial surfaces. Near the mouth of Coldwater Canyon, parallel scarps of 3.2 m and 2.8 m offset on the south edge of a large fan help distinguish two upper Holocene surfaces of different ages (fig. 3).

Scars at the canyon-mouth sites discussed above indicate a rapid increase in slip on the fault towards the south. These scarp data suggest late Holocene slip rates of about 1.0–2.3 mm/yr and rates of about 1.1–1.8 mm/yr for the post-middle Holocene and post-Bonneville periods between Coldwater Canyon and the North Ogden rockslide. The amount of offset of late Holocene scarps is almost twice the offset of scarps on the segment north of the rockslide; either there were larger individual surface offsets on the segment to the south or there have been more slip events to the south. In either case, the decreasing scarp offsets northward suggest that surface ruptures during individual fault events tend to die out towards the north end of the Weber segment.

Garner Canyon area

A fortuitous artificial exposure at the mouth of Garner Canyon, 2 km south of Coldwater Canyon, provides more direct evidence of the size of slip events on this part of the Weber segment. Four colluvial wedges, each produced following a displacement on the main trace of the fault, are exposed in the face of the scarp on upper Holocene stream and debris-flow deposits at this site (Machette and others, 1987, 1992). The vertical component of displacement estimated from the wedge stratigraphy of each of the four events is about 1 m of vertical displacement per event, but the two earliest events were probably a few tens of centimeters larger than the two most recent events (Nelson and others, 1987). Radiocarbon dating of the A-horizon sediment on the two youngest buried wedges suggests the two most recent events occurred about 0.8–1.2 ka and 1.5–2.0 ka (Machette and others, 1987, 1992).

Late Holocene slip rates calculated at Garner Canyon using stratigraphic and scarp-profile data are about 1.2±0.3 mm/yr. A scarp with 21 m of offset in lacustrine gravel below the Provo shoreline (unit lpg) on the north edge of the Garner Canyon fan is probably representative of post-Provo-level offset and yields a similar slip rate of about 1.4±0.2 mm/yr.
From Coldwater Canyon to Jumpoff Canyon, on the northeast edge of the city of Ogden, the fault is marked by a single large scarp (10-22 m offset). An extensive area of fine-grained lacustrine sediment (unit 1bpm) is deformed by lateral spreading in this area (Miller, 1980). North of Jumpoff Canyon this fine sediment mantles older landslide deposits (unit 1bpm/cl) derived from the mountain front above the fault, indicating that some of the older landslides predate the transgressive phase of the Bonneville lake cycle (Nelson, 1988). Near the base of the mountain front Holocene landslide deposits bury grabens along the fault.

**Jumpoff Canyon area**

At the mouth of Jumpoff Canyon several scarps as much as 8.5 m high occur on the late Holocene fan surface. As many as six parallel scarps are found west of the main scarp (Gilbert, 1928, plate 6B). The pattern of scarps here may typify the pre-late Holocene pattern of faulting at the mouths of many other canyons along the segment; we infer that there are more scarps at Jumpoff Canyon because the upper Holocene fan deposits on the footwall are thinner than at most other canyons and these deposits may be draped over preexisting scarps. Exposures on the southern part of the Jumpoff Canyon fan complex show 0.8-2 m of upper Holocene alluvium overlying faulted blocks of unit 1bpm; these are not rockslide deposits as suggested by Pashley and Wiggins (1972, fig. 7). Thus, surface offsets from this site are maximum values for the late Holocene because upper Holocene fan sediments have been draped over preexisting scarps in older deposits. Thicker upper Holocene fan deposits at many other sites bury all but the most recent scarps and, therefore, offsets at these locations may be more representative of late Holocene offsets.

A further complication at Jumpoff Canyon is the presence of headscarps produced by landsliding. In the southwestern part of the fan complex we interpret the 25-m-high scarp as a headscarp of a lateral spread like those to the north. Small slumps have also occurred along the main fault scarp bordering the fan complex on the east. Thus, the Jumpoff Canyon scarps illustrate the difficulty of distinguishing landslide headscarps from fault scarps (Gilbert, 1928; Nelson, 1988) and suggest that displacements on the fault (and accompanying ground motions) must have triggered some lateral spreads and landslides (Gilbert, 1928), especially shortly after the fall of the lake level from the Bonneville shoreline.

**Area north of the Ogden River**

From Jumpoff Canyon south to the Ogden River, extensive late Holocene fans bury the eastern edge of a large delta (unit 1pd) built by the Ogden River when the level of Lake Bonneville stood at the Provo shoreline. The distal parts of these fans (unit afy) may be of middle Holocene age. Gilbert (1928, left half of plate 12B, plate 18B, and fig. 26) shows views of the southernmost of these fans before the area was excavated during construction of a flood-control basin on the fan. Several grabens marked by sharp-crested scarps near the heads of the fans adjacent to the main scarp and several scarps developed in very fresh-looking debris flows suggest faulting during the very latest Holocene. Scars here suggest a latest Holocene slip rate of >2 mm/yr.

Just north of the bluffs along the north side of the Ogden River, four parallel scarps on two Holocene fans (unit af2) at the East Ogden trench site (shown by Gilbert, 1928, plates 15A and 18A) were studied to obtain a more detailed history of faulting of the northern Weber segment (summarized by Nelson and others, 1987; Nelson, 1988; Machette and others, 1992; A.R. Nelson, S.F. Forman, and J.P. McCalpin, unpub. data). At the site, fan remnants dating from the middle Holocene (unit af2) are displaced by faults, but have not been eroded or buried as have equivalent-aged fans at the mouths of most other canyons along the fault. Stratigraphic studies in five trenches show that there have been at least three, and probably four, surface-faulting events on the two main faults marked by the west-facing scarps since the middle Holocene alluvial fans (unit af2) were deposited. Vertical displacements across the faults for each event range from 1.0 to 2.8 m for the three earlier events; the last of the three was about half the size of the first two. The youngest (probable) event was small, about 0.6-0.8 m.

The soils on these fans have a weakly developed, 20- to 80-cm-thick argillie horizon with 7.5YR color hues, but the most recent thermoluminescence analyses suggest these deposits were faulted only 4,000 years ago. Based on surface characteristics, soil development, and position relative to late Holocene fan surfaces, these fan remnants are some of the oldest Holocene alluvial deposits along the Weber segment. Our dating at the East Ogden site indicates these deposits are probably < 6 ka.

Extensive 14C and thermoluminescence dating of the stratigraphic units in the trenches (Forman and others, 1988) suggests that event recurrence since the fans were deposited has ranged from 300 to 2,200 years with an average of about 1,400 years. The post-mid-Holocene slip rate for the fault zone at the site is 2.8±0.4 mm/yr.

The extensive series of landslides in the bluffs on either side of the Ogden River are discussed by Pashley...
and Wiggins (1972, p. K9-K10). Some of these landslides are still active.

**CENTRAL PART OF THE WEBER SEGMENT**

**Area south of the Ogden River**

G.K. Gilbert (1928, plates 8B, 17B, and fig. 32) studied the area immediately south of the Ogden River near the City of Ogden Reservoir, where the fault is marked by two or three parallel scarps of 2-14 m offset on Holocene fan deposits overlying sediments of the Provo delta. He used observations about these scarps to support his theory about the coseismic origin of piedmont scarps in unconsolidated deposits, and to suggest that differences in rounding of the scarp crests show they are of different ages (Gilbert, 1928, p. 38; Nelson, 1988). Springs are found on trend with these scarps on the south edge of the floodplain of the Ogden River (E.F. Pashley, Jr., oral commun., 1985). However, shallow exposures show that upper and middle Holocene fan sediment was spread over preexisting scarps in Provo delta and older Holocene fan sediment; thus, the heights and degree of rounding of the scarps may not be representative of the age of the sediments on the surface of the fans. Unfortunately, most of these scarps have now been partially destroyed, although the two prominent scarps that cross an older landslide covered with fan deposits in the bluffs south of the river today look much as they did to Gilbert (1928, plate 8B).

The area near the City of Ogden Reservoir is also one of the sites where Gilbert studied slickensides and gouge at the base of the Cambrian Tintic Quartzite. He observed fault drag of beds of the Tintic along the fault plane of the main trace of the fault (Gilbert, 1928, plate 2B). He also mapped a northwest-trending “cross fault” that dipped 70° to the southwest and joined the main trace of the Wasatch fault (40° west dip) at this locality (Gilbert, 1928, fig. 14). However, shallow exposures show that upper and middle Holocene fan sediment was spread over preexisting scarps in Provo delta and older Holocene fan sediment; thus, the heights and degree of rounding of the scarps may not be representative of the age of the sediments on the surface of the fans. Unfortunately, most of these scarps have now been partially destroyed, although the two prominent scarps that cross an older landslide covered with fan deposits in the bluffs south of the river today look much as they did to Gilbert (1928, plate 8B).

Taylor Canyon area

The mouth of Taylor Canyon was another area that interested Gilbert. He suggested that a thrust fault that trends toward the head of the fan controlled the trace of the main fault at this site (Gilbert, 1928, p. 21, fig. 14) and attributed the single, very large scarp (11 m high, 9 m of offset) on upper Holocene alluvium at the head of the Taylor Canyon fan to post-Bonneville faulting (1928, plate 9B). The scarp at the fan head is the only scarp identified on the bouldery debris of the fan surface (Pashley and Wiggins, 1972, fig. 8). But if the scarp represents total or net offset across the fault zone at this site, 9 m yields an unreasonably high, late Holocene slip rate of about 6.0±1.5 mm/yr. No bedrock is exposed in the face of the heavily wooded scarp, but its steepness, height, and location at the mouth of a narrow, V-shaped canyon indicate it is cored with bedrock, and that uppermost Holocene alluvium is draped over an older, multiple-event scarp.

**Area from Weber State University south to the Weber River**

South of Taylor Canyon, the fault is expressed in most areas as a single large (10-34 m) scarp at or above the Provo shoreline, but on the late and middle Holocene fans at the mouths of Waterfall and Strongs Canyons it breaks into two or three parallel strands. At Waterfall Canyon the easternmost of these strands climbs the mountain front and probably trends for about 2 km through gravely deposits of the transgressive phase of Lake Bonneville (unit lb9). As in other similar areas to the south (for example, just north of the mouth of Weber Canyon), there are some small landslide scarps and indistinct shorelines on this gravelly shoreface slope below the Bonneville shoreline. We found it difficult to determine the origin of scarps with confidence on such steep, partly forested slopes, where fault scarps can be easily confused with shoreline or landslide scarps.

Farther south, from Buess Reservoir to some of the lowest terraces on the south side of the Weber River, the small (1-4 m high) scarps of antithetic faults, 30-120 m from the main scarp, mark grabens along the fault. Buess Reservoir and Uintah Reservoir both occupy grabens; Gilbert (1928, plate 17A) misinterpreted the latter depression (located 1.6 km north of the
Weber River) as a landslide feature. Grabens like these probably formed almost everywhere along the fault in this area, but many are now filled with younger alluvium and colluvium (units af1, afy, and ca) and are no longer visible.

South of Taylor Canyon and north of the Weber River, lateral-spread headscars can be traced to within a few tens of meters of the main scarp of the fault; in these areas fault and lateral-spread scarps are easily confused. Many small faults observed during excavations on the campus of Weber State University (E.F. Pashley, Jr., oral commun., 1985) may be related to lateral spreads, or, perhaps, to grabens near the fault zone. We think the large, north-south-trending scarp (Weber River) as a landslide feature. Grabens like these probably formed almost everywhere along the fault in this area, but many are now filled with younger alluvium and colluvium (units af1, afy, and ca) and are no longer visible.

South of Taylor Canyon and north of the Weber River, lateral-spread headscars can be traced to within a few tens of meters of the main scarp of the fault; in these areas fault and lateral-spread scarps are easily confused. Many small faults observed during excavations on the campus of Weber State University (E.F. Pashley, Jr., oral commun., 1985) may be related to lateral spreads, or, perhaps, to grabens near the fault zone. We think the large, north-south-trending scarp (Weber River) as a landslide feature. Grabens like these probably formed almost everywhere along the fault in this area, but many are now filled with younger alluvium and colluvium (units af1, afy, and ca) and are no longer visible.

The extensive series of active and inactive landslides in the bluffs of the delta on either side of the Weber River are discussed by Pashley and Wiggins (1972, p. K9-K11, fig. 12-14). We did not investigate the northeast-trending fault in the delta deposits reported by Feth and others (1966, p. 20, 22) in sec. 21, T. 5 N., R. 1 W. in the landslide area on the north side of the river. We speculate that it is related to landsliding or lateral spreading rather than to faulting.

Hobbs and Holmes Reservoirs area

From the Weber River south to Kaysville, the fault zone breaks into multiple traces (fig. 4). Through most of this area, the main scarp is at the base of steep bluffs below the Bonneville shoreline. Just south of the Weber River there is a second major scarp halfway up the bluffs that we trace to south of Hobbs Reservoir, although the fault is difficult to map in this steep, forested, landslide terrain. Grabens 100-150 m wide and associated small faults parallel the main scarp throughout most of this area. We are confident that there is at least one major graben all along this part of the fault zone, but at some sites the graben is buried by young alluvium and colluvium (for example, at mouths of canyons between Hobbs Reservoir and Snow Creek, fig. 4). In the bluffs on the south side of the Weber River this graben has been enlarged and deepened by landsliding and fluvial erosion. Some of the more
complex patterns of faulting, with as many as five parallel scarps, are located near small westward salients (projections) of the bedrock of the Wasatch Range where the fault abruptly changes direction. However, one very complex area at the mouth of Holmes Creek is in the center of an arcuate embayment rather than on a salient. Alluvial fans only partly bury numerous small blocks of lacustrine sand on the footwall of the fault here; probably some unrecognized landsliding is involved and a few blocks might be remnants of fans (unit afp) graded to regressive shorelines below the Provo level. Landsliding and headward erosion of drainages that trend westward through unit lbpm in this area make it difficult to determine the westward extent of Holocene fan deposits (units af1 and afy). We did not attempt to subdivide Holocene fan deposits because the variable clay content of exposed debris-flow units in fans probably precludes meaningful comparisons of the degree of soil B-horizon development on the fans.

The Provo shoreline nearly coincides with scarps in the fault zone from Hobbs Reservoir to Kaysville, so we are uncertain of the shoreline's position in most places. In some areas, such as near Holmes Creek, the shoreline is at least partially buried by Holocene fan deposits, but it may coincide with some fault scarps near an altitude of 1,469 m (4,820 ft) here. Because we are not sure of the exact altitude of the shoreline in this area, we map some lake sands as unit lbps—these sands could have been deposited shortly before or after the fall of the lake to the Provo level. South of Kaysville we use this unit to show lake sands below the Provo shoreline that we cannot assign with confidence to either the transgressive or regressive phase of the Bonneville lake cycle.

We found only one fault scarp south of the Weber River (4.9 m of offset at the mouth of Adams Canyon) that could give a reliable late Holocene offset across the fault (fig. 4). The lack of late Holocene scarps in this area is partly due to the lack of late Holocene fans that extend across the main scarp of the fault; most fan heads are located at the scarps. Limited exposures suggest that late Holocene fans above the main scarp are commonly draped over it. Possibly, late Holocene slip events were smaller here than in the Ogden area or there may have been fewer events. However, antithetic scarps on some late Holocene fans indicate that there have been several significant recent events, and post-early-middle-Holocene slip rates are about the same in this area as they are near Ogden (fig. 2). Only two sites yield reliable middle or early Holocene (unit afy) offsets, but even at these sites too little unit afy fan sediment is preserved at the base of the scarp (too small to map on fig. 4) for us to be confident that these offsets are not maximum values. A profile across a unit afy fan directly east of Hobbs Reservoir (14 m offset across a 17-m-high scarp and graben) and a single 15-m-high scarp in the small drainage north of the Middle Fork of Kays Creek (fig. 4) give pre-late Holocene rates of 2.7±0.8 mm/yr (fig. 2).

Of the 49 scarp profiles measured across scarps in Bonneville- and Provo-age deposits along this part of the fault, only a few provide reliable post-14-ka offsets. Three profiles of about 27-m offset on the main scarp in Bonneville-cycle deposits between the Middle Fork of Kays Creek and Holmes Reservoir (fig. 4) suggest a slip rate of 2.0±0.2 mm/yr.

**Kaysville–Shepards Creek area**

At the small salient east of Kaysville, the main scarp of the fault zone drops below the Provo shoreline, and maintains this relative position south to Bountiful. The fault zone is marked by a complex pattern of parallel scarps and grabens on remnants of pre-upper Holocene fan deposits (units af2 and afp) south of Kaysville.

The 22-m-high scarp south of Baer Creek was the site of one of the first detailed subsurface investigations of an active fault in the Great Basin. Methods used and conclusions reached at the Kaysville site by Swan and others (1980) have influenced most later studies of normal faults. Here we only briefly summarize the conclusions of Swan and others (1980) and Schwartz and Coppersmith (1984). These authors used colluvial wedges and correlative faulted and back-tilted graben deposits in trenches to demonstrate that at least three surface-faulting events had occurred during the middle and late Holocene. Unfortunately, the timing of these events was poorly constrained; the two youngest events occurred within the past 1,500 years, and stratigraphic and geomorphic evidence suggest that the most recent event occurred within the past 500 years. Thus, event recurrence for the last two events seems to be <1,000 years. A new trench investigation of this site is in progress (J.P. McCalpin, written commun., 1988).

Crone and Harding (1984) used high-resolution reflection methods at the Kaysville site to trace the faults at shallow depths (30–250 m). They identified a subsurface graben along the main fault at least twice as wide as our mapped graben and noted that there are large variations in the number of individual faults that occur adjacent to the main fault over distances of a few hundred meters.

The age information derived from the original study at the Kaysville site is insufficient to determine if slip rates have been increasing in the late Holocene. The middle Holocene fan at the site (unit af2) is displaced 11.5 m, yielding a slip rate of 1.8 (+1.0;−0.6) mm/yr (Swan and others, 1980). Offsets during the two most
of offset probably represents several earlier events. Thus, post-1.6-ka rates are of interest in Kaysville, both because of the complexity of the fault zone and because of the lack of deposits of different age cut by the fault. Measuring net slip across such complex fault zones is difficult, but a field topographic profile measured across fault scarps formed on Provo-shoreline-equivalent alluvial-fan deposits (unit afp) on the north side of Shepards Creek yielded an offset of about 20.5 m. This is a minimum offset value, because the downthrown block is buried by an unknown amount of Holocene alluvium (unit af1). Perhaps a better value of net slip along this part of the Weber segment was derived from a field topographic profile measured on a single large scarp and graben about 1 km south of Shepards Creek. Surface offset here is about 23.5 m on undifferentiated gravel and sand of Lake Bonneville (unit lbps). These sites yield post-14-ka slip rates of about 1.6±0.1 mm/yr.

SOUTHERN PART OF THE WEBER SEMENT

Farmington area

The Weber segment bifurcates about 0.5 km northwest of the mouth of Farmington Canyon. The main fault trace trends southeastward, and a secondary trace trends south and splinters into several scarps before forming a single scarp that rejoins the main fault trace about 0.5 km south of the canyon mouth. In an exposure of the main fault zone on the north side of Farmington Creek, debris-flow gravels are in depositional contact with a bedrock fault plane in Precambrian metamorphic rock; the exposed fault plane dips 48° to the west. These upper Holocene debris-flow deposits (too small to show at the map scale) apparently were draped over a preexisting escarpment and probably postdate the youngest movement on this strand of the fault zone.

The secondary trace is composed of at least six fault scarps north of Farmington Creek, but none of these scarps has more than about 5 m of surface offset. An exposure of one of the central strands in an excavation for a house revealed evidence of recurrent, probable Holocene faulting. This exposure showed a main fault dipping 76° west, with 2 m of vertical offset, and a steeply east-dipping antithetic fault with 20 cm of vertical offset. The upper part of the exposure was partially disturbed by construction activity, but two wedges of fault-scarp colluvium, one in fault contact with both faults and an upper wedge in depositional contact with the main fault, were still preserved. The wedges of fault-scarp colluvium overlie Provo-shoreline-equivalent pebble and cobble fluvial gravel (unit alp), which in turn overlie Provo deltaic sand and silty sand (unit lpd). These relations suggest that this fault strand has undergone two post-Provo-shoreline (<13.5 ka) surface-faulting events that totaled about 2 m of offset. No datable materials were found in this excavation, and the exposure has since been covered by a house.

Latest Pleistocene slip rates are also high (about 1.1–1.6 mm/yr) near Farmington, although scarp topographic profiles farther south indicate that net slip begins to decrease from the Farmington area southward (fig. 2). A topographic profile measured across the fault zone on Provo-shoreline-equivalent alluvium (unit alp) just south of Farmington Creek yielded surface offsets of about 14 m and 10 m for the upper and lower scarps, respectively. The resulting net vertical displacement (24 m) across the fault zone is nearly identical to that measured on the single large scarp and graben 1.5 km to the north.

The town of Farmington has been the site of historic, damaging debris flows that emanated from Farmington Canyon in 1923 and Rudd Canyon in 1983. Partially detached landslide masses present in the drainages of these two canyons indicate that the potential for future debris flows is very high (Wieczorek and others, 1983, 1989).

Another type of mass movement is well developed in the Farmington area. One of the largest examples of lateral-spread failures (unit clsp), the Farmington Siding landslide, is located west of the town of Farmington (Van Horn, 1975). This huge landslide complex formed as a result of liquefaction of unconsolidated lacustrine sediments, probably as a result of seismic shaking from one or more earthquakes in the region. Van Horn (1975) and Anderson and others (1982) divided the landslide into two separate landslides (a younger landslide to the north and an older one to the south), but our mapping has identified three landslides in this complex; they are differentiated on the map with dashed and dotted contacts. The northernmost and youngest landslide in this complex clearly postdates the Gilbert shoreline, and therefore must have formed <10.5 ka. The Gilbert shoreline is not developed on the other landslides in the southern part of the complex, suggesting that these landslides are also Holocene in age.

Studies of liquefaction features like those in the Farmington area may serve as additional sources of paleoseismic information. For example, Van Horn (1975) stated that the older landslide in the Farmington Siding landslide complex was <5,000 yr old and the younger landslide was <2,000 yr old, although no
If datable materials have yet been found in these deposits. If these landslides were indeed formed by large-magnitude earthquakes, then detailed study and dating of these deposits could help constrain the ages of several paleoearthquakes in the region. This data could then be compared to the growing body of paleoseismic data from trench studies of the Weber segment (Swan and others, 1980; Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Nelson and others, 1987; Machette and others, 1987).

About 3 km south of Farmington Canyon, the main trace of the Weber segment obliquely cuts the Provo shoreline on the north edge of the mouth of Davis Creek, and is exposed in a recent road cut. At least two subsidiary fault strands were exposed in transgressive Bonneville-lake-cycle gravels, Provo shoreline sands, and pre-Bonneville-lake-cycle diamicton; the main fault plane juxtaposes these sediments against Precambrian metamorphic rock. The fault planes dip 60°–66° to the southwest. Unfortunately the upper parts of the fault zones were covered, and no datable materials were found in this exposure. A topographic profile measured on aerial photographs across the offset Provo shoreline yielded a surface offset of only 4.6 m.

About 300 m south of Davis Creek, the fault trace makes an unusually sharp, right-angle bend and trends to the southwest and south. Several discontinuous scarps are located in the concavity created by this sharp bend; the small surface offset measured on the main trace at Davis Creek may be explained by the distribution of offset across the discontinuous scarps west of the main trace. The patterns of faulting near Davis Creek and that seen just north of Farmington may represent attempts by the fault to straighten its trace. Additionally, the complex fault pattern near Davis Creek also may be related to the presence of a large pre-Bonneville-lake-cycle landslide (unit cls) that underlies this part of the mountain front. Complex fault patterns are commonly associated with these types of deposits along other parts of the Wasatch fault zone.

**Centerville area**

From south of the large landslide below the Bonneville shoreline near Davis Canyon to the northern outskirts of Bountiful, the Weber segment is expressed for most of its length as a large (10–23 m high), single fault scarp. This area is being rapidly developed, but examination of aerial photographs flown in 1952, prior to most of the urbanization, indicates that this is one of the least complex parts of the Weber segment. Remnants of several large fans graded to the Provo shoreline (unit afp) are preserved at the mouths of several canyons near Centerville, but the lack of scarps on Holocene fans precludes measuring offsets in younger deposits. A scarp profile about 1 km north of Ricks Creek (20 m offset) yields a post-Provo-shoreline slip rate of 1.5±0.2 mm/yr; however, offsets of 15 m and 16 m on either side of Parrish Creek, and 14 m south of Centerville Canyon, show slip rates have decreased near Centerville to about 1.1±0.2 mm/yr.

Just north and west of Rosedale, two fault-scarp-like features are present on the valley floor. The short, low scarp north of Rosedale is almost certainly a fault because it probably displaces Holocene fan alluvium (unit afy), and clearly does not parallel the topographic slope as shorelines in the map area do. The origin of the 1.7-km-long scarp west of Rosedale is more problematic. At its northern end, this feature is developed on lacustrine mud (unit I bpm) and trends parallel to the topographic slope near the altitude of the Gilbert shoreline. However, the middle and southern parts of the scarp cut downslope, and young lake sediment is ponded against the low, west-facing scarp. The linearity of the scarp suggests that this feature is not related to landsliding and, therefore, is probably a fault scarp, although other origins cannot be ruled out.

Crawford and Thackwell (1931) reported an important exposure of the main trace of the fault created in lacustrine sediments at the mouth of Ricks Creek ("Ford Creek" in their paper) during a flood in 1930. Stratified Bonneville-lake-cycle sand and gravel were seen to be displaced at least 10 m by a fault dipping 60°, but this is a minimum offset of the Bonneville deposits because no correlative deposits were visible and because the footwall had been eroded an unknown amount. Crawford and Thackwell (1931, plate VI) also showed backtilting and antithetic faulting of footwall sediments. Lower in the exposure, where the stratified sand of the hanging wall was seen to be in fault contact with Precambrian gneiss in the footwall, the fault apparently dipped about 30°. These exposures have now been covered by colluvium.

**Bountiful area**

On the northeast edge of Bountiful, the fault turns southeastward, and a single, easily identified scarp is visible only as far south as Stone Creek. Along the section of the fault zone from Centerville to Stone Creek, net offset gradually decreases from 11 to 8.5 m. Larger offsets farther south show that the 5.8-m offset measured on the north edge of Stone Creek is a minimum value.

South of Stone Creek, several parallel scarps trend south to Mill Creek, but we are less confident of a tectonic origin for all the scarps in this area. Residential development here affects the entire area, so our mapping is based almost entirely on 1952 aerial photo-
graphs. Most scarps south of Stone Creek cut the remnants of a Provo delta and shoreline deposits, and the scarps are sometimes coincident with the Provo shoreline in places. In addition, these Provo deposits are very sandy and erode easily, so a few of the parallel scarps might be wave-cut shorelines rather than fault scarps. Other regressive shoreline deposits and a few features that may be the headscarp of small lateral spreads occur below the Provo shoreline. Our mapping of the fault zone in this area is conservative; we show only scarps that we are reasonably sure were formed by surface faulting.

Offset measurements across the main scarps indicate a post-Provo slip rate of about 0.7±0.2 mm/yr in the Bountiful area. A single 4.3-m offset scarp on a middle or early Holocene fan (unit afy) halfway between Stone Creek and Holbrook Creek suggests a similar Holocene slip rate. Thus, offsets and corresponding post-14-ka and Holocene slip rates decrease significantly near Bountiful, near the southern end of the Weber segment (fig. 2).

South boundary of the Weber segment

The boundary between the southern end of the Weber segment and the northern end of the Salt Lake City segment is located on the northern flank of the Salt Lake salient, a large block of mostly Tertiary bedrock on the hanging wall of the Wasatch fault zone. Gilbert (1890, 1928) first recognized that the salient was one of several large bedrock spurs that controlled the geometry of the Wasatch fault zone. Most of these spurs are probable segment boundaries (Schwartz and Copper-smith, 1984; Machette and others, 1987, 1992; Wheeler and Krystinik, 1988).

Again, because of extensive urban development near Bountiful, our mapping along the north side of the salient is based largely on 1952 aerial photography. A series of small, parallel scarps displaces a large area of shallow landslides in a thick sequence of Bonneville lacustrine sand with some gravel (unit lbg) just south of Mill Creek. The main scarp (3–7 m high) continues to the southwest across the drainage of North Canyon, and then trends south, offsetting the Bonneville shoreline before dying out in the mountain block. Topographic profiles measured across this single scarp near North Canyon yielded surface offsets of 6–12 m on Bonneville lacustrine gravel and sand (unit lbg) and about 4 m in Holocene fan alluvium (unit afy). These scarp measurements indicate that slip on the Weber segment at the southern end of the segment has been occurring at about 0.6±0.2 mm/yr for the last 1,500 yr.

Several short, gently west-sloping, north-trending scarps are preserved in the 2-km-wide gap between the southern end of the Weber segment and the northern end of the Warm Springs fault on the Salt Lake City segment. These short, low (2–5 m high) scarps may be part of a network of subsidiary faults like those seen on the Pleasant View salient at the northern end of the Weber segment (Personius, 1988a, 1990). However, far fewer of these low, short scarps have been mapped on the Salt Lake salient because gravel mining, urban development, the presence of numerous shorelines, and dissection of the sandy lacustrine deposits makes identification of scarps difficult. For example, in 1901, G.K. Gilbert photographed a 5- to 7-m-high scarp (USGS Photographic Library, Gilbert Archive No. 1787) on the Warm Springs fault where it bends northeastward, about 1 km north of the southern map boundary; this scarp has long since been destroyed by gravel mining. Several anomalous drainage alignments in this area suggest that other small subsidiary faults are present on the northern flank of the Salt Lake salient.
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This study

Figure 1.—Index map showing simplified trace (heavy line; dotted where concealed) of Wasatch fault zone, northern Utah. The extent of the Collinston, Brigham City, Weber, and Salt Lake City segments of this study (Machette and others, 1987, 1992) is compared with that of previously used (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984) fault segment nomenclature.
Figure 2 (next page).—Surface offsets calculated from topographic profiles across fault scarps on uppermost Pleistocene and Holocene deposits along the Weber segment. Offsets in meters are shown for A, younger late Holocene scarps (open circles, <2 ka estimated age) and older late Holocene scarps (solid squares, 2–4 ka estimated age), and B, early and middle Holocene scarps (crosses, 4–7 ka estimated age) and latest Pleistocene scarps (solid triangles, 13–16 ka). Note scale differences between A and B and that A covers only the northern 40 km of the Weber segment. Offsets shown by symbols on this figure (63 of a total of 375 scarp measurements) represent our most reliable offsets at selected sites; these values probably have errors of less than ±10 percent. Other offsets are either maximum or minimum values (see text), but they help constrain slip rates along the fault. Shaded areas show estimated envelopes of offset across scarps on each age group of deposits based on these maximum and minimum offsets. Queries mark parts of the segment where we lack offset information. Italicized numbers are approximate average slip rates (mm/yr) for the indicated part of the fault based on the offset envelopes and our deposit ages. Slip rates calculated from detailed data at some selected sites (discussed in the text) may differ somewhat from these values. Note that although the thickness of the envelope for early and middle Holocene scarps is thinner than the thickness of the latest Pleistocene envelope, the uncertainty in pre-late Holocene slip rates is greater than the uncertainty in latest Pleistocene slip rates because the age of pre-upper Holocene deposits is more uncertain. Distance along the Weber segment is measured along 3- to 8-km-long straight-line segments parallel to the fault zone, beginning at the head of Barrett Canyon at the north end of the segment and continuing to the south end of the segment on the north flank of the Salt Lake salient.